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A NEW/OLD TYPE OF NEUTRON SPECTROMETER
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1. Introduction
Accurate measurement of neutron fields is a challenging area of radiation protection. The need of high
sensitivity and very wide energy range lead to radiation protection instruments based on neutron mod-
eration. The idea is to slow down the fast neutrons to thermal energies, where they can be detected with
greater efficiency Two commonly used instruments based on this principle are the rem-meter and the
Bonner sphere spectrometer. The energy response of the rem-meter is tailored so as to approximate the
fluence-to- equivalent dose conversion factor. This, in principle, should obviate the need to measure
the neutron energy spectrum - the instrument response is supposed to be directly proportional to the
equivalent dose. It is a simple and convenient instrument, but its response is not very accurate, because
the desired energy response mentioned above is only approximately matched, and drops fast above 10
MeV.
By allowing to determine the neutron spectrum explicitly, Bonner spheres are in principle superior to
the rem-meter. The energy resolution of this system is only average, but since the fluence-to-dose
equivalent conversion factor is a smooth function of energy, this is acceptable for radiation protection
purposes. The main disadvantage of this method is that one needs to perform separate measurements
with each sphere (typically six or more), which requires a separate fluence/beam monitor to which
sphere responses need to be normalized. Another disadvantage is the bulk of the whole system. For ex-
ample, our Bonner sphere system at SLAC consists of spheres with diameters of 2, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12",
plus one additional 12" sphere with an inner layer of lead, not to mention the counting electronics. It is
clear that Bonner spheres are not suitable for fast and frequent measurements.

The subject of this work is an instrument design which retains advantages of both rem-meters
(portability, fast measurement) and Bonner spheres (full knowledge of neutron spectrum), without the
disadvantages of either method. This proposed neutron spectrometer is a sort of reincarnation of the
Bonner spheres into a single instrument, using the "old" principle in a new configuration.

2. Spectrometer design

The instrument proposed here is a large sphere made of a plastic scintillator loaded with boron
(possibly enriched with 10-B). This material contains hydrogen and therefore serves both as a mod-
erator and detector. Capture of thermal neutrons (n, a) on 10-B generates large pulses (Q = 2.31 MeV),
enabling discrimination of events from photon interactions and recoil protons. The volume of the
sphere is subdivided into spherical shells, coated with reflective or opaque material to disable crosstalk
between separate shells and improve light collection efficiency. For practical purposes, each shell will
be made of two hemispherical shells or smaller segments. Each segment will be connected by a light-
guide to a photomultiplier or a photodiode. Each shell measures the thermal fluence at a different mod-
erator depth and the set of shell responses can be used to unfold the original neutron spectrum. A
schematic drawing of a multilayer spectrometer is shown in figure 1.

In its simplest form, this instrument could become a portable neutron spectrometer covering the range
of energies from thermal to cca 20 MeV. Its electronics could be integrated in a relatively small con-
tainer, and basic neutron spectra unfolding could be programmed into its on-board computer. Such an
instrument would have the size and appearance of a rem-meter, with substantially increased function-
ality. A more sophisticated version, oriented towards use around high energy accelerators, might take
advantage of the 11-C activation in the scintillator, measure proton recoils in one layer or use other
means to extend the energy response.
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3. Energy response

It is clear that the energy response of various sphere shells in the proposed spectrometer will be differ-
ent in nature from Bonner sphere response functions. With the latter, thermal neutrons are always
measured at the center of the moderator. Smaller spheres are more sensitive to low energy neutrons and
less to higher energies, while for large spheres the opposite is true. This is because with higher energy
the mean free path of neutrons increases and a greater number of collisions is needed for thermaliza-
tion. Therefore larger moderating volumes are needed to slow down neutrons of higher energies and
decrease their probability of escape. On the other hand, low energy neutrons have a lower chance to get
to the center of a large moderator, because they become thermal early on their path through its volume
and are more likely to undergo capture. For this very same reason the outer layers in the multilayer
spectrometer, i.e. those with the largest radii, will be more sensitive to low energy neutrons, while the
sensitivity of the innermost layers will peak at higher energies.

Response functions of various multilayer systems were studied using the MCNP[1] code. The simulated
detector material was identical in composition to a commercially available product, a PVT (poly-vinyl-
toluene) plastic containing 5% of natural boron. Compared to polyethylene (PE), PVT is not as good a
moderator, because it contains 1.66 times less hydrogen. In some simulations PE layers were inter-
spersed between PVT and one lead layer was also added to increase the response at higher energies, as
in the Linus rem-meter^1. Initial calculations13^ revealed that a judiciously chosen configuration yields
energy response functions that are suitable for neutron spectra unfolding. In order to match sensitivities
in successive layers, it is necessary to use thin layers on the outside, and progressively increase thick-
ness going towards the center. This dependence is stronger than what could be assumed simply from
volume ratios. Figure 2 shows response functions for a well balanced system, with layer thickness indi-
cated in the legend. A matrix response based on this system was generated and used in the BUNKI[41

program in simulated unfolding.

The most recent energy response calculations for energies up to 500 MeV and using the FLUKA code
seem to indicate an intrinsic weakness of this system. A configuration with an inner lead layer indicates
a steady rise of all response functions at high energies. High energy neutrons can generate a population
of thermal neutrons on the opposite, "exit" face of the sphere, increasing the response of the outer lay-
ers, whose sensitivities peak at very low energies.

4. Light transport

Besides continuing investigations of layer response functions, light transport inside the layers and light
guides need to be studied. Given the dimensions of the detector, bulk attenuation in the scintillator
should not be a problem (attenuation length = 120 cm), but reflection losses in very thin outer layers
might lead to an undesirable spread of the pulse-height distribution. Measurements in a thin slab of
PVT (0.5x4x30 cm), with no reflective material added, indicate less than 11% loss over a light path of
23 cm. However, this might be worse in a curved geometry. Optimal design of scintillator parts

' (subdivision of a given layer into smaller sections) and their coupling to lightguides and detectors need
to be found. A possible subdivision into segments is illustrated in figure lc. Unfortunately, none of the
available light transport codes allows to simulate a spherical layer geometry. We are currently studying
the DETECT-II code[5] for planar geometries, with plans to either implement combinatorial geometry
from a particle transport code, or to implement physical models from DETECT-II into the FLUKA
code[6].
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Figure 1. Possible geometrical configuration of the instrument: a) vertical section showing a system of
concentric lightguides to individual layers; b) option using hemispherical shells; c) subdivision of
shells into smaller segments, which might improve light transport

Figure 2. Energy response of a system with 6 PVT layers. One layer (r=12,5-13.5 cm) is made of polyeth-
ylene
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5. Discussion

Depending on light production and collection efficiency, as well as lightguide design, light detectors
considered at this point are either a) a series of separate photomultipliers, b) two position sensitive
photomultipliers, or c) photodiodes. It might be possible to use miniature photomultipliers directly
imbedded in detector layers.
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Various alternatives to the PVT scintillator are also worth considering. One of them would make use of
layers of Lucite coated on one or both sides with a mixture of 6-Li in a ZnS(Ag) matrix. Another
would use a liquid scintillator in hemispherical Lucite flasks. Practical aspects of manufacturing and
cost must be considered together with the detector performance.

In summary, our preliminary results indicate that the proposed multilayer spectrometer will perform in
a manner very similar to that of Bonner spheres, with a comparable energy resolution. Unlike Bonner
spheres, it will be portable and much more convenient to use.
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